
 
City of Buenos Aires, December 12, 2022 

 

Messrs. 

Comisión Nacional de Valores 

Bolsa de Comercio de Buenos Aires 

Mercado Abierto Electrónico S.A. 

Present 

 

Ref.: Relevant Fact | Clarifications on the amount of capital 

stock reported in the financial statements for periods ended 

on December 31, 2020, and thereafter. 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

In my capacity as Market Relations Officer for GCDI S.A. (the “Company”), it 

is my duty to inform that the Board of Directors’ Meeting held on December 7, 2022 

presented certain clarifications regarding the amount of the capital stock disclosed in 

Company’s financial statements for the periods ended on December 31, 2020; as well 

as in the interim an annual financial statements issued subsequently and as of the date, 

i.e. during fiscal years 2021 and 2022 (the “Financial Statements”). 

 

To such respect it was informed that due to an involuntary formal mistake, the 

referred Financial Statements stated that Company’s capital stock amounted 

$924.990.514, when in fact it should have been stated that it amounted $924.990.607. 

The mistake was noticed by the Company because of an observation made by the 

Comisión Nacional de Valores (National Security Commission, “CNV” for its acronym in 

Spanish) in November 2022. 

                                   

 Aware of the inconsistency, the Company immediately took the necessary 

actions to find the origin of the mistake and detected that during the last capital stock 

increase, to avoid fractions of shares, because of rounding and when shareholders 

registry was closed, 93 shares remained at disposal of the Company. Unintentionally, 

such 93 shares were not computed when the amount of capital was reflected in the 

Financial Statements. 

 

Finally, and considering that the described is a formal and non-intentional 

mistake, which does not have any materiality or adverse effect, and does not cause –

and does not have the potential to cause– any damage to any shareholder and third 

parties, the Board of Directors resolved to take all the necessary actions to correct the 

inconsistency described above. From now on, as of next financial statements, where it 

is stated $924.990.514 in relation to capital stock, it should read $924.990.607 in 

relation to capital stock.  

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

Daniel Antúnez 

Market Relations Officer 


